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Abstmct Queueing analysis is performed for a certain type of multiple-station system attended by a single 
server in cyclic order. The service discipline at each station may be 'exhaustive' or 'gated', and stations with 
different disciplines can coexist in any order in the system. The mean and second moment of the waiting time 
at each station are obtained by solving a set of O(N3) and O(N4) linear equations, respectively, where N is 
the number of stations in the system. We consider the FCFS (first-come, first-served) and LCFS (last-come, 
first-served) order of service at each station. By numerical calculation of the mean waiting times (which 
do not depend on whether the otder of service at each station is FCFS or LCFS), it is shown that gated
service stations close downstream from an exhaustive-service station receive favorable treatment, and that 
exhaustive-service stations close downstream from a gated-service station receive unfavorable treatment. 

1. Introduction 
A new development in the queueing analysis of polling models (i.e., systems of multiple 

stations served by a single server in cyclic order) is the study of stations with mixed service 
disciplines. Typical disciplines are exhau.'Jtive (the server continues to serve all messages at 
a station until it empties), gated (the server continuously serves only those messages that 
are found at a station when he inspects it; arrivals during the server's sojourn time are set 
aside for service in the next cycle), and limited (at most one message is served at a station 
in a cycle). Traditionally, most analyses have been carried out by assuming that the service 
discipline is the same for all stations in the system (see [13], [15], and references therein). 

Recently, Boxma and Groenendijk [1, 2] have derived the p.'Jeudo-con.'Jervation law.'J 
with respect to the intensity-weighted sum of the mean waiting times for systems with 
mixed service disciplines. Ozawa [9] has obtained the mean waiting times for systems of two 
stations, station 1 being with exhaustive service and station 2 with gated service. Ozawa's 
method is to construct a one··dimensional Markov chain for the number of messages at station 
2 when the server leaves station 1 (at this moment, the number of messages at station 1 is 
always zero). Thus, it seems difficult to extend his approach to systems with more than two 
stations. 

Ozawa [9] has also noted that a classical model of head-of-line priority queues (Section 
3.6 of [8]) with two classes is equivalent to the polling model with a mix of exhaustive and 
limited service disciplines (without switchover time). Polling systems involving two stations 
with a mix of exhaustive and limited disciplines in the case of nonzero switchover times 
are analyzed by Groenendijk [7], Ozawa [10], Skinner [11], and Srinivasan [12]. Skinner 
and Srinivasan assumed that the switchover time from the exhaustive-service station to the 
limited-service station is a constant. Groenendijk and Ozawa found the mean waiting times 
in the case where both switchover times are variable. 

In this paper, we show that an analysis of systems with N(? 2) stations with a mix 
of exhaustive and gated di~:ciplines is possible by extending previously known techniques 
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for systems with unmixed disciplines. In Section 2, we consider continuous-time systems 
without switchover times. Not only the mean waiting times but also the second moments 
of the waiting times are discussed. Note that the second moment of the waiting time de
pends on whether the FCFS (first-come, first-served) or the LCFS (last-come, first-served) 
service order is employed at each station. We then analyze systems with switchover times in 
the continuous-time model in Section 3, and those in the discrete-time model in Section 4. 
In particular, the mean waiting times are explicitly given for systems with two stations for 
these cases. The effects of mixed disciplines are discussed in Section 5, with numerical exam
ples. We will present relatively detailed equations for the continuous-time systems without 
switchover times in Section 2; for other systems, we restrict ourselves to outlining the anal
ysis and giving the mean waiting times only, because similar treatments are straightforward 
extensions. 

We assume that N stations are indexed as 1,2,.··, N in the order of polling. For 
convenience' sake, we denote by E and G the sets of indexes of the stations with exhaustive 
and gated disciplines, respectively. 

2. Continuous-Time Systems without Switchover Times 
The parameters of our system are as follows. Station i has a Poisson arrival stream of 

messages at rate Ai, where i = 1,2,···, N. Let A = Zf::l Ai be the total arrival rate. The 
Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) of the distribution function (DF) for the message service 
time at station i is denoted by Et( s ). The mean and the nth moment of the service time 

at station i are denoted by bi and b~n), n = 2,3,···, respectively. We assume an infinite 
capacity for each station. The server utilization of station i is given by the offered load 
Pi = Aibi, and the total server utilization is given by P = L:f::l Pi. Our main objective is to 
find E[Wi], the mean message waiting time at station i. This is obtained by solving a set 
of O(N3) linear equations. Since we have a work-conserving nonpreemptive-service system, 
the M/G/l conservation law (Section 3.4 of [8],) must hold for the mean waiting times: 

(2.1) 

In addition we show a set of O(N4 ) equations, the solution to which yields the second moment 
E[Wl] of the waiting time at station i. Note that E[W?] depends on whether FCFS or LCFS 
is adopted at station i, while E[Wi] does not. 

2.1 Queue Length at Switch Points 
Let us start with the analysis of the number of messages by following the approa,ch of 

Cooper and Murray [5], Cooper [3], and Cooper [4 (problem 5.31)] (see also Chapter 7 of 
[13]). We define a switch point as a point in time at which the server leaves some station. 
Let Fi( ql, ... ,qN) be the joint probability thM, at an arbitrary switch point, the server has 
just completed a visit to station i, and that qj messages are present at station j, where 
j = 1, ... , N. Note that qi is always zero for i E E, by definition. Define 

Hi(ZI,···, Zi-l, 0, Zi+l,···, ZN) 
00 00 00 00 

== L ... L L··· L Fi(qI,···, qi-b 0, qi+l,···, qN )II~=l (Zj)qJ i E E (2.2) 
ql=O q;-l=Oq;+l=O qN=O (J;/.) 

00 00 

Hi(ZI,···,ZN)== L ... L Fi(ql,···,qN)IIf=I(Zj)qJ iEG (2.3) 
ql=O qN=O 
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In [5, 131, the relations between Hi(.) and Hi-1 (.) are derived when station i and station 
i-I have the same service discipline. They are given by 

Hi(Zl,"', Zi-b 0, Zi+l,"', ZN) = Hi-1(ZI,"" Zi-2, 0, ei [E (Aj - AjZj)] , zi+I,"', ZN) 
J=1 

U"';) 

-Pi-l(O,""O) + ~i p(O)ei [E (Aj - A-jZj)] i E E, i-I E E (2.4) 
J=1 

u".;) 

Hi(ZI,' .. ,ZN) = Hi-1(Zl," . ,Zi-1, Bt [EU\j - AjZj)] , Zi+1," . ,ZN) 
)=1 

i E G, i-I E G (2.5) 

where 
N 

PtO) == LPi(O, .. "O) (2.6) 
i=1 

is the probability that the whole system becomes empty at a switch point. The LST of the 
DF for the length ei of a busy period generated by a single message at station i is denoted 
by eH s ), which satisfies the equation 

(2.7) 

The mean and the nth moment of ei are denoted by ()i and ()~n), n = 2,3" . " respectively. 

From (2.7), they can be expressed in terms of bi and b~n),s. 
Similarly, we can get the following relationships when the service disciplines at station i 

and station i-I are different: 

N 

Hi(ZI, ... ,ZN) = Hi-1(ZI, .. " Zi-2, 0, Et [L(Aj - AjZj)] , Zi+l," " ZN) 
)=1 

-Pi-1 (0, ... ,0) + ~i P(O)Bt [E(Aj - AjZj)] 
)=1 

i E G, i-I E E (2.8) 

Hi(Zl,"', Zi-l,O,Zi+l,"', ZN) = Hi-1(Zl,'" ,Zi-l, ei [E (Aj - AjZj)] , Zi+l,"', ZN) 
J=1 

U.h) 

-Pi-l(O, ... ,O)+~ip(o)ei[t(Aj-AjZj)] iEE, i-lEG (2.9) 

(Hh) 

Let us introduce 

.) A OHi .' _ A(l - p) 02 Hi 
hi(J == P(O) OZj IZ1="'=ZN=1; h.(J, k) = P(O) OZjOZk IZ1="'=ZN=1 

. _ A(1- p) 03 Hi 
hi(J, k, /) = PtO) OZjOZkOZl IZ1='''=ZN=1 (2.10) 
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By differentiating; (2.4-5) and (2.8-9), we have a set of equations for {hi(j); i,j = 1, .. · ,N}, 
{hi(j,k);i,j,k = 1, ... ,N}, and {hi(j,k,/);i,j,I~,1 = 1, .. ·,N}. For i E E, we get 

hi(j) = hi-l(j) + hi-l(i» .. /'i + ).,i).,/Ji (~U1) 

hi(j,k) = hi.-l(j,k) + [hi_l(j,i».,k + hi_l(i,k».,j]Oi + hi_l(i,i».,j).,kO; 

+ (1 - P)l:hi_l(i) + ).,i).,j).,kO}2) (2.12) 

hi(j, k, I) = hi-l (j, k, I) + [hi-l (j, k, i»"/ + hi-l (i, k, I».,j + hi-l (j, i, 1».,k)Oi 

+ [hi_l(j.,i,i».,k).,/ + hi_l(i,k,i»"j)"/ + hi-l(i,i,/».,j).,k]O; + hi_l(i,i,i» .. j).,k).,/Ot 

+ 3hi-l (i, i»).,j)..k).,/OiOr2) + [hi-l (i,j»)"k)/ + hi-l (i, k »).,j).,/ + hi-l (i, 1»).,j).,k)Or
2
) 

+ (1 - P)[hi_l(i) + ).,i)).,j).,k).,/Or3) (2.13) 

For i E G, we get 

hi(j) = hi-l (j) + hi-l (i»).,jbi + ).,i).,jbi j -:f:. i 

hj(i) = hj_l(i».,jbj + )..;bj (2.14) 

hi(j, k) = hi-lU, k) + [hi-l(j, i»).,k + hi-l(i, k».,j)bi + hi_l(i,i».,j).,kb; 

+ (1 - P)[hi-l(i) + )..il).,j).,kb~2) j -:f:. i; k -:f:. i 

hj(i, k) = hi-l(i, k»).,ibi + hi_l(i, i»).,i).,kb; + (l - P)[hi-l(i) + ).,i)).,i).,kb~2) k -:f:. i 

hi(i,i) = hi_l(i,i)().,ibi)2 + (1- P)[hi_l(i) + '\i)";b~2) (2.15) 

hi(j, k, I) = hi--l (j, k, I) + [hi-l (j, k, i».,/ + hi-.l (i, k, I»).,j + hi- l (j, i, l»).,k)bi 
+ [hi_l (j, i, i».,k).,/ + hi-l (i, k, i».,j).,/ + hi-l (i, i, I».,j).,klb; + hi_l (i, i, i».,j ).,k)../b] 

+ 3hi_l (i, i)).,j).,k)"/bib~2) + [hi-l (i, j».,k).,/ -\- hi-l (i, k »).,j).,/ + hi-l (i, 1»).,j).,klb~2) 
+ (1 - P)[hi-l(i) + )..;]).,j).,k)"/b~3) j -:f:. i; k -:f:. i; l-:f:. i 

hie i, k, I) = hi--l (i, k, l)Aibi + [hi-l (i, k, i»)"/ + hi-l (i, i, I».,k)).,ib; + hi-l (i, i, i»).,i).,k).,/bjl 

+ 3hi-l (i, i).,i).,k).,lbib~2) + [hi-l (i, k »).,1 + hi-l (i, 1».,k).,ib~2) 
+ (1- p)[h,_l(i) + ).,i).,i).,k).,lb~3) k -:f:. i; I-:f:. i 

hi(i,i,/) = hi_l(i,i,l)().,ibi? + hi_l(i,i,i».,;).,/bt + 3hi_l(i,i»).,;).,Ib;b~2) + hi_l(i,/)A;b~2) 
+ (1 - P)[h,_l(i) + ).,i)).,;).,/bP) I-:f:. i 

hi(i,i,i) = hi_l(i,i,i)().,ibi)3 + 3hi_l(i,i».,tb;b~2) + (1- P)[hi_l(i) + ).,i)).,tb~3) (2.16) 

In the above equations, hi(j) = 0, hi(j, k) = 0, and hiU, k, I) = 0 if i E E and j = i, k = i, 
or 1= i. The number of equations in (2.11) and (2.14) is O(N2), that in (2.12) and (2.15) is 
O(N3), and that in (2.13) and (2.16) is O(N4). We note that, if the service discipline is the 
same for all stations, we can get {hiU)} explicitly, and have O(N2) equations for {hi(.i, k)} 
and O(N3) equations for {hi(j, k, I)} [3, 13, 14). However, we have not succeeded in the 
similar reduction in the number of equations for systems with mixed disciplines. 

2.2 Waiting Times 
We now express the LST wt(s) of the DF for the message waiting time at station i in 

terms of Hi-l(.), and the first two moments, E[Wil and E[Wl], in terms of {hiU)}, {hiU, k)} 
and {hi(j, k, I)} obtained above. 
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The LST of the DF for the message waiting time at station i with FCFS is given by [3, 
4,13] 

W'*(s) _ s(1- p) 
, - s - ).,i + ).,iB1(S) 

).,i(P - Pi)[Hi_I(1, ... , 1,(, 1"",1) - Hi_I(l, ... , 1,(, 1- sl).,i,···, 1)] 
+ [P(O)I ).,J[s - ).,i + ).,iB1(S)]hi-l(i) 

i Eo E 

(2.17) 

wt(s) = 1 - P 
).,iP[Hi-I(l,"" 1, (, B:(s), 1,···,1) - Hi-I(1,···, 1, (,1 - si ).,i, 1,···,1)] 

+ [P(O)I ).,](s -).,i + ).,iBi(s)]hi-l(i) 
i E G 

where (, the (i - 1 )th argument of Hi-l (.), is defined by 

i-I E E 

i-I E G 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

We note that an incorrect expression for Wt(s) for i E G in [3] was corrected in [4 (prob
lem 5.31)] as in (2.18). Once we have obtained {hi(j)ji,j = 1", .,N},{hi(j,k)ji,j,k = 
1,···,N}, and {hi(j,k,l)ji,j,k,l = 1,· .. ,N}, we can calculate the mean and the second 
moment of the waiting times. For i E E, we get 

E[Wi] = ).,ib~2) + _ (p - Pi)hi-I (i, i) 
2(1 - Pi) 2).,i(1 - p)(1 - Pi)hi-I(i) 

(2.20) 

E[W2] _ 1\, i 1\, i P - p, ,-1 l, l, l ,-1 l, l i ( ) \ 'b(3) [\ 'b(2)]2 . [ h· (...) h· (. ')b(2)] 
. - + + . 2 + 2.21 
, 3(1 - Pi) 2(1 - Pi)2 (1 - P)hi-I(Z) 3\ (1- Pi) 2(1 - Pi)2 

For i E G, we get 

E[WiJ =1'(1 + Pi)hi-I(i,~) 
2).,i(1- P)hi_I(Z) 

(1 . 2)h' ( ... ) h· (' ')b(2) E[W2] =1' + p, + Pi ,-1 Z,l,l P ,-1 l,Z i 
, 3)"~(1 - P)hi-I(i) + 2(1 - P)hi-I(i) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Note that equations (2.20) and (2.22) hold not only for FCFS but also for all other nonpre
emptive service disciplines such that the order of service within each station does not depend 
on the service time. For N = 2 with 1 E E and 2 E G, we recover a result of Ozawa [9] 

(2) (2) 
E[W2J = (1 + P2)().,IbI + ).,2b2 ) 

2(1 - p)(1 - PI + P2) 
(2.24) 

Clearly, E[W2] 2: E[WI]. We will see this trend more evidently in the numerical examples 
in Section 5. 

In the case of LCFS order of service at station i, we can obtain Wt( s) by extending 
the analysis for a single LCFS M/G/l queue with vacations (see Appendix for an outline of 
derivation). Note that, at a station with LCFS gated service, only those messages that are 
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present in the station at the time of polling are served continuously in the LCFS order. We 
have 

* Ai[1 - eHs)] 
Wi (s) = 1- P + A' A.e*() s+'-'i s 
+ Ai(P - Pi)[Hi-.I(I, ... , 1,(, 1, 1,···,1) - Hi-t(1,···, 1,(, eHs) - slAi' 1,···,1)] i 'e E 

[P(O)I A][S + Ai - AiE1:( s )]hi-I (i) 
(i~.25) 

W;"(s)=I-p 
AiP[Hi-.I(I,···, 1, (,1,1,···,1) - Hi-l(I,.··, 1, (, BHs) - si Ai, 1,···,1)] 

+ [P(O)jA][S + Ai - AiBi(s)lhi-I(i) 
ie G 

(2.26) 

where ( is defined in (2.19). From (2.25) and (2.26), we get (2.20) and (2.22) for the mean 
waiting time E[Wil, and 

E[W~l =A. i + A. i + P .- P. .-1 l,l,l + .-1 l,l i \ 'b(3) [\ 'b(2)12 . [ h· (...) h· (. ')b(2)] 

• 3(1 - Pi)2 2(1 - PiP (1 - P)hi-I(i) 3AHl - Pi)2 2(1 - PiP 
i E E (2.27) 

'1 .)2h· ( ... ) h· (. ')b(2) E[W~l = p( + P. .-1 Z,Z,Z P .-1 Z,Z i i E G 
• 3AHl - P)hi-I(i) + 2(1 - P)hi-I(i) 

(2.28) 

Suppose that the sets of indexes E and G are given. Then, hi-I (i), hi_I (i, i), and 
hi-I (i, i, i) are determined by solving (2.11-16), which are independent of whether the order 
of service at each station is FCFS or LCFS. In such a case, by comparing (2.21) with (2.27), 
and (2.23) with (2.28), we get 

E[Wl1LCFS = _1_E [Wl1FCFS i E E 
1- Pi 

E[WllLCFS ~ E[WllFCFS i E G 

which are generalizations of the same results for single queue systems. 

3. Continuous··Time Systems with Switchover Times 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

We next con8ider a similar system with switchover times. The LST of the DF for the 
server to switch from station i to station i + 1 is denoted by RH s), with mean 7'i and variance 
8[' For this system, the following pseudo-conservation law must hold [11: 

where R = 2:f::I 7'i is the mean total switchover time. In contrast to our approach in Section 
2, we now consider the points in time at which the server polls a station (Chapters 4 and 5 
of [13]). We show the expressions for the mean waiting times in terms of the first and second 
moments of the distribution of the numbers of messages at these points. Note that the mean 
waiting times are independent of whether FCFS or LCFS is adopted at each station. 
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Let Lj(t) be the number of messages at station j at time t, and let 'Ti be the time when 
station i is polled. We define the joint generating function (GF) for the number of messages 
at the polling instant of station i by 

(3.2) 

Depending on the service discipline at station i, we have the following relations: 

Fi+l(Zt,·.· , ZN) = Ri [tCXj - AjZj)] F;(zt, ... , Zi-l, ei [ t (Aj - AjZj)], Zi+l,"', ZN) 
)=1 (j;:) 

i E ~ (3.3) 

N N 
Fi+l (zt,···, ZN) = Ri [~(Aj - AjZj)] Fi(Z}, ... , z;-I, Bt [L)Aj - AjZj)], Z;+I,"', ZN) 

1=1 )=1 

i E G (3.4) 

where eHs) is a solution to (2.7). From these equations, we can get a set of linear equations 
for {fi(j); i,j = 1,···, N} and {fi(j, k); i,j, k = 1,···, N}, where 

f,( ') 8Fi I 
i J == -8 - z,=",=zN=I; 

z;i 
(3.5) 

Once they have been solved, the mean message waiting times are computed through the 
relationships between F;(.) and the LST Wt(s) of the DF for the waiting time. For systems 
with FCFS within each station, they are given by [13] 

W*( ) = Ai(l - Pi)[l -- Fi(l, ... , 1, 1 - si Ai, 1, ... ,1)] i E ~ (3.6) 
I s [S-Ai+AiBi(s)l!i(i) 

W.*()= Ai[Fi(l, ... ,l,Bi(s),l,· .. ,l)-F;(l, ... ,l,l-sJAj,I, ... ,I)] () 
s i E G 3.7 

I [s - Ai + AiBt( s )]fi( i) 

Thus we get 

f, .(' .) \ 'b(2) 
E[Wi]= IZ,Z. + A'i iE~ 

2A;fi(z) 2(1 - Pi) 

E[Wi] = (1 + pi)fi(i,i) i E G 
2A;fi( i) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

As noted above, (3.8) and (3.9) hold for both FCFS and LCFS service disciplines within 
each station. Higher moments of the waiting times, which depend on the service discipline 
at each station, can be obtained similarly. 

Again, for N = 2 with 1 E ~ and 2 E G, we recover a result of Ozawa [9] 

(3.10) 
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E[W
2
] = (1 + P2)(A1bF) + A2b~2») + (1 + P2)R + (1 + P2)(hr + h~) 

2(1 - p)(1 - PI + P2) 2(1 - p) 2(1 - PI + P2)R 

PI (1 - p)(1 + P2)hr 
(1 - Pt + P2)R 

(3.11) 

which can easily be shown to satisfy (3.1). 

4. Discrete-Time Systems with Switcho'Ver Times 
The model of discrete-time systems is as follows (Chapter 3 of [13]). The entity of 

service is a packet of a fixed length, and the time is slotted, with the slot size equal to the 
packet service time. The number of packets that arrive at station i in a slot has the GF 
Ai(Z), mean I'i, and variance a1- The switchover time from station i to station i + 1 has 
the GF Ri(Z), mean ri, and variance h1- The objective of our analysis is to find the mean 
packet waiting time E[Wi] for a randomly chosen packet at station i. For this system, the 
pseudo-conservation law is given by [2] 

_ N H' "'~ 1 a~ "'~ h~ R (I' - E~1 I'r + 2 EiEG I'r) 
W == L !:!E[Wi] = L...= • + L...=1 • + - 1 (4.1) 

i=11' 21'(1-1') 2R 21'(1-1') 

where I' = E~ll'i and R = E~1 ri· 
For this system we may conduct an analysis similar to the one in the previous section. 

Now, instead of (3.3) and (3.4), we have 

Fi+l (z}, . .. ,ZN) = Ri [rrf=1 Aj(Zj)] Fi(Z},' .. , Zi-l, 8i [rrJ~:) Aj(Zj)] , Zj+l," . ,ZN) i E E 

( 4.2) 

Fi+l(Zt,· .. ,ZN) = Ri [rrf=1 Aj(Zj)] Fi(ZI," . , Zi-l, rrf=1 Aj(zj), zi+}'" . ,ZN) i E G 

( 4.3) 

where 8i(Z) is the GF for the length (in slots) of a busy period in the discrete-time system, 
and satisfies the equation 

( 4.4) 

As before, from (4.2) and (4.3) we have a set of equations for {Ji(j)j i, j = 1" .. ,N} and 
{Ji(j, k)j i,j, k =: 1"", N} which are defined by (3.5). Again, we have expressions for the 
LST wt(s) of the DF for the packet waiting time in terms of Fi(.) [13]. We then have 

E[W:] 
j;(i,i) 1 a;! (1 1) . E 

i = . +-+-- ---- -1 ~E 
2l'di( ~) 21'i 2/-1i 1 - I'i I'i 

(4.5) 

E[Wi] = (1 + I'i)!i(i, i) + ~I- I'i _ a~ _ 1 i E G 
21'di (i) 21'i 21'r 

(4.6) 

for both FCFS and LCFS service disciplines within each station. 
In the case of N = 2 with 1 E E and 2 E G, we obtain 
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+ (1- I-'d(Sr + S~) + 2Sf1-'2(1 + 1-'2)(1 -I-') + (1 -l-'dR _ 1 (4.7) 
2(1 -1-'1 + 1-'2)R 2(1 -I-') 

E[W2J = O"r1-'2(1 + 1-'2) + 0"~[(1 - 1-'1? + 1-'2J 
21-'2(1-1-'1 + 1-'2)(1 -I-') 

+ (1 + 1-'2)(O"f + O"D - 20"fl-'l(1 + 1-'2)(1 - 1-') + (1 + 1-'2)R _ 1 (4.8) 
2(1 -1-'1 + 1-'2)R 2(1 -I-') 

which satisfy (4.1). The results in (4.7) and (4.8) are new. 

5. Numerical Examples 
To see the effects of mixed service disciplines in a system, let us consider numerical 

examples for continuous-time systems without switchover times, which were analyzed in 

Section 2. For N = 5, let us assume that bi = b~2) = 1 for all i and that all Ai'S are identical. 
In the first example, station 1 has exhaustive service and stations 2 through 5 have gated 
service. In the second example, station 1 has gated service and stations 2 through 5 have 
exhaustive service. The mean message waiting times have been computed by the method in 
Section 2, and are shown in Table 1 together with the intensity-weighted mean in (2.1). 

In the first example, the mean waiting time at station 1 (exhaustive service) is signif
icantly less than those at other stations with gated service. Among gated-service stations, 
the mean waiting times are less for stations closer to station 1 in the polling cycle direction. 
We note that a similar phenomenon has been pointed out by Ferguson and Aminetzah [6J as 
the influence of a heavily loaded station on the lightly loaded stations downstream, all with 
exhaustive service. In the second example, we observe an inverse phenomenon. 
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Table 1. Mean message waiting times for continuous-time polling systems without 
switchover times with mixed service disciplines. N = 5, bi = b~2) = 1 for all i, and all 
Ai '8 are identical. 

station 1 station 2 station 3 station 4 station 5 
p exhaustive gated gated gated gated W 

0.05 0.02589 0.02642 0.02642 0.02642 0.02642 0.02632 
0.10 0.05378 0.05598 0.0559~1 0.05601 0.05602 0.05556 
0.15 0.08401 0.08921 0.0892Ei 0.08932 0.08938 0.08824 
0.20 0.11704 0.12679 0.12691 0.12705 0.12721 0.12500 
0.25 0.15343 0.16958 0.16982 0.17009 0.17041 0.16667 
0.30 0.19393 0.21869 0.21910 0.21957 0.22014 0.21429 
0.35 0.23951 0.27556 0.27621 0.27697 0.27790 0.26923 
0.40 0.29146 0.34215 0.34310 0.34426 0.34569 0.33333 
0.45 0.35156 0.42110 0.4224E' 0.42412 0.42623 0.40909 
0.50 0.42229 0.51613 0.51798 0.52031 0.52330 0.50000 
0.55 0.50725 0.63264 0.6350~1 0.63824 0.64234 0.61111 
0.60 0.61184 0.77870 0.7818£1 0.78604 0.79153 0.75000 
0.65 0.74455 0.96706 0.9711~~ 0.97648 0.98366 0.92857 
0.70 0.91953 1.21891 1.224mi 1.23082 1.24004 1.16667 
0.75 1.16229 1.57251 1.5788Ei 1.58735 1.59900 1.50000 
0.80 1.52381 2.10432 2.1121a 2.12261 2.13712 2.00000 
0.85 2.12314 2.99286 3.00240 3.01521 3.03305 2.83333 
0.90 3.31738 4.77379 4.7853i' 4.80089 4.82257 4.50000 
0.95 6.89222 10.12561 10.13959 10.15824 10.18434 9.50000 

station 1 station 2 station 3 station 4 station 5 
p gated exhaustive exhaustive exhaustive exhaustive W 

0.05 0.02674 0.02621 0.02621 0.02621 0.02621 0.02632 
0.10 0.05733 0.05514 0.05512 0.05510 0.05509 0.05556 
0.15 0'()9247 0.08726 0.08721 0.08715 0.08709 0.08824 
0.20 0.13301 0.12321 0.12308 0.12294 0.12277 0.12500 
0.25 0.18002 0.16374 0.16349 0.16321 0.16287 0.16667 
0.30 0.23491 0.20985 0.20943 0.20892 0.20832 0.21429 
0.35 0.29951 0.26283 0.26215 0.26133 0.26032 0.26923 
0.40 0.:17628 0.32437 0.32337 0.32212 0.32053 0.33333 
0.45 0.46857 0.39679 0.39537 0.39355 0.39119 0.40909 
0.50 0.1)8108 0.48331 0.48136 0.47882 0.47543 0.50000 
0.55 0.n065 0.58857 0.58598 0.58253 0.57782 0.61111 
0.60 0.89753 0.71952 0.71615 0.71159 0.70521 0.75000 
0.65 l.J:2789 0.88704 0.88274 0.87682 0.86837 0.92857 
0.70 1.43868 1.10924 1.10381 1.09627 1.08532 1.16667 
0.75 1.87853 1.41866 1.41190 1.40244 1.38848 1.50000 
0.80 2.(;4472 1.88033 1.87198 1.86025 1.84273 2.00000 
0.85 3.()6441 2.64586 2.63562 2.62124 2.59954 2.83333 
0.90 5.H1930 4.16993 4.15741 4.13994 4.11341 4.50000 
0.95 12.71835 8.72539 8.71014 8.68909 8.65703 9.50000 
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Appendix: Derivation of (2.25) and (2.26) 
Since polling systems with LCFS service discipline have not been treated commonly, we 

give here a brief derivation of (2.25) and (2.26). 
When i E E, we consider three types of messages that arrive at station i. Messages that 

arrive during an idle period, which occur with probability 1 - p, have zero waiting time. 
Messages that arrive while station i is in service, which occur with probability Pi, have the 
waiting time whose LST of the DF is given by 

[8 + Ai - Ai0t(8)]bi 
(A.l) 
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Messages that arrive while one of the other stations is in service, which occur with probability 
p - p;, have the waiting time whose LST of the DF is given by 

1 - Ins + A; -- A;8Hs)] 
[s + Ai - Ai8t< s )JE[liJ 

where lies) and E[I;J are given by 

I*(A.-A.Z)- Hi_l(1,···,I,(,z,I,.·-,I) 
, , , - H;_l(I, ... ,I,('I,I, ... ,I) 

E[l;] = P(D) hi_l(i) 
A A;Hi_l(I, -··,1, (, 1, 1, ... ,1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

Here (, defined in (2.19), and Z are the (i - I)th and ith arguments of Hi-l(.), respectively. 
It (s) is the LST of the D F for the intervisit time Ii for station i, which is defined as the 
time interval from the instant when the server leaves station i to the instant when the 
server returns to station i for the first time. We note that expressions in (A.I) and (A.2) 
appear in the analysis of a single M/G/I queue with LCFS and vacations (Section 3.5 of 
[8]). Unconditioning on the three types of messa,ges, we obtain 

W*( )_( _ " . 1-8;,(s) ( _.) 1-It[s+A;-A;8t(s)] ) 
, s - 1 p) xl + P, x [s + A; _ A;8t(s)Jb; + p P, x [s + Ai _ Ai8 i(S)]E[I;J (A.5 

which reduces to (2.25). 
When i E G, we consider two types of messages that arrive at station i. Messages 

that arrive during an idle period, which occur with probability 1 - p, have zero waiting 
time. Messages that arrive when the server is busy, which occur with probability p, have the 
waiting time whose LST of the DF is given by 

where 

1 - C:[s + A; - AiBi(S)J 
[s + A; - A;B:i(s)]E[C;J 

Ct(Ai _ Ai
Z

) = Hi_l(l, ... , 1, (, z, 1, ... ,1) 
Hi_l(l,···, 1, ('1,1,···,1) 

E[Ci] = P(O) h;-l(i) 
A AiHi_l(l,···,l,(,l,l,···,l) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

c: (s) is the LST of the DF for the cycle time Ci for station i, which is defined as the time 
interval from the polling instant of station i to the next polling instant of the same station 
z. Unconditioning; on the message types yields 

W~( ) _ ( _ ) ~l - Cns + Ai - AiBt(S)] 
I s - 1 p x 1 + p x [s + Ai _ AiBt(s)]E[Ci] (A.9) 

which reduces to (2.26). 
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